
Add to the roller coaster of moisture our biting summer insects, and
the almost constant stomping horses do to keep insects off their legs,
and you have a recipe for damaged, problem hooves.

Consistent moisture in the environment
helps to build consistent hooves.  We seldom
have that luxury, and must work to gain
some moisture consistency.  Many show
horse farriers find that one of their biggest
problems is too much moisture caused by
daily bathing of the horse.

When I began shoeing, the wisdom of the
day taught us that, in dry weather, we
should let the water tank overflow so each
time the horse came to drink they would
stand in the muddy mix by the water tank.
We learned that this is not a good thing, as
the mud soon dries on the hooves and wicks
moisture from the hoof. 

I learned that a good treatment for dry hooves is peanut oil.  The goal
of any treatment for dry hooves should be to maintain consistent
moisture content.  Many commercial products contain, as their main
ingredient, the petroleum-based product Lanolin.  Lanolin tends to
seal the pores of the coronary band and effectively block moisture
from wicking to the hoof.   Peanut oil softens the coronary and bottom
of the hoof and allows the hoof to draw moisture from the
environment.  Moisture is absorbed by the hoof only through the top
(coronary band) and bottom.  Peanut oil is readily available in most
grocery stores.  I used to keep mine in a coffee can and applied with a
1" paint brush. 

Sometimes, in spite of our best efforts, dry, hard hooves are all we
have to work with.  You can still provide the horse with a shoe that
will protect the hoof and minimize the damage caused by stomping
(flies).  

When a horse stomps the ground they hit with the toe first.  A shoe
with no clips causes the nails to take the concussion and can loosen
the shoe.  The simple act of putting toe clips on the horseshoe during
the fly season can keep the hooves in much better condition and
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A Note from Bob:
Fly Spray and the Farrier
Many farriers keep fly spray in their
trucks during the summer and apply it
to horses that are bothered by biting
insects during the shoeing process.

Consider not using a spray bottle to
apply the insecticide.  Applying the
insecticide by spray can make some
horses nervous.  You are, after all,
coming at them with a shoeing apron,
noisy tool box and spraying them with
something. 

I kept a soft cloth with fly spray
solution on it that I used to apply fly
spray.  This takes only slightly longer
than a spray bottle and serves the
secondary function of relaxing the
horse.  Now, you’ve become a friend who
rubs and pets the horse, rather than a
noisy person pointing and spraying.

Give it a try this summer and see if you
don’t have less nervous horses to shoe.
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Summer Hoof Health

Spanish Lake Blacksmith Shop is
proud to carry these fine brands

and many more!

IN SOME AREAS OF THE COUNTRY FARRIERS HAVE TO DEAL WITH

HARD DRY FEET MOST OF THE YEAR.  IN THE MIDWEST WE

EXPERIENCE WET CONDITIONS FOLLOWED BY PERIODS OF HOT, DRY
WEATHER.  HOOVES ARE COMPROMISED BY THE CONSTANT CHANGE

OF MOISTURE IN THE ENVIRONMENT.
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This is an excellent video that shows
two methods for drawing clips:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JV2R
zWSye9Y

Watch a How-To Video

Practice Drawing Clips

• Heat the shoe to a bright orange to lemon
color.  Trying to draw clips at too low a heat
will produce bad clips and will frustrate you.

• You will need to push a bit of the steel out and
downward to produce sufficient material from
which to make the clip (image at right).

• The term “draw” makes some farriers think
they must use a sweeping or drawing motion
with their hammer.  You do not.  Hammer technique is
essential to produce consistent, easy to make clips

• The base of the clip should be as wide as the stock width.  It
should be thickest at the base and tapered to the top. 

• Avoid making your clips paper thin at the top.

Clipped Horseshoes
and Clipping Tools
available at SLB

Don’t be too shy to try drawing clips.  Find another farrier who is
skilled in clips and ask for guidance.  If no one is available in your
area, get a bucket of old shoes and begin practicing.  You should try
several methods of producing the base or source material, which is
the material you will use to draw the clip.  Here are some key points
to remember:

reduce stress on the nails.
Clips should be flush with the
outside edge of the horseshoe.
Clips that are flush with the
inside web of the shoe cannot
be seated properly.

It is important to take care in setting the clips.  Improperly set
clips can be as damaging to the hoof as no clip.  Properly set
clips must be set at the same angle as the hoof wall and seated

hot so that the clip burns
slightly into the outer hoof
wall forming a perfect match.
Properly seated clips cannot be
felt when moving your hand
over the hoof wall.

I often hear horse owners and
farriers complain that clips
have damaged hooves.  Clips
that are hammered onto the
hoof after it is nailed to the
hoof are the primary culprit.

If the horse pulls a shoe those clips tear a portion of the hoof
wall away.  Clips set at the same angle and burned flush with
the hoof wall seldom cause damage, and assist in keeping
healthy hooves. 

Take Care of 
Yourself 
Several factors work against your health in
the Summer. Because of:
• the strenuous work you do

• the heat and humidity

• the fact you are working next to an animal with
a body temperature that is 2 to 3º higher than
yours

• often working inside a stuffy barn 

You need to be prepared and aware of your body
and the heat.  Physicians report that most heat
stroke and heat exhaustion patients thought the
heat did not affect them until it was too late.

Heat stress can lead to more serious heat
exhaustion and heat stroke.  

• Drink plenty of water or non-caffeinated sports
drinks

• Avoid Coffee

• Keep a fan to help with air movement

• Take more breaks to cool down

• Wear lightweight clothing

Kerckhaert makes several
styles of clipped shoes.

The Bloom Forge Clipping
Hammer makes drawing clips
easy but requires good
hammer control.

Bob Punches are a good tool to
begin a clip.  They enable you
to get base material of
consistent size.

Read our newest
edition of the
Natural Angle,
featuring an article
on Factory Clips,
available at
spanishlake.com.

Call us at 636-463-7211 or visit spanishlake.com
to purchase any of these great products.


